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A regional bridge currency

("bancor") in the spirit of Keynes 

1944:

the EU won’t do it,

but China should – and can!

Trond Andresen

Department of Engineering Cybernetics
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• Bretton Woods USA, 1944: a conference about what sort 

of world financial system after the war 

• John Maynard Keynes represented the UK: proposed the 

“International clearing union (ICU)”, issuing a global 

currency, the “bancor”

• My favourite Keynes quote (among many from him): 

“Worldly wisdom teaches that it is better for reputation to 

fail conventionally than to succeed unconventionally”

• But Keynes lost against the US, who wanted – and got –

the US $ as the “global reserve currency”. This was the 

start of The World Bank and IMF

• Keynes couldn’t continue the fight, died in 1946

Background
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• All international trade in bancor, but keep national 

currencies

• Exchange rates set and adjusted by the ICU

• All countries’ Central Banks have account(s) at the ICU. 

Target: Long run trade balance

• Deficits and surpluses treated symmetrically:

Control rule; Interest paid by a country both on deficits 

(bancor loans) and surpluses(!) (bancor deposits)

• Second control rule: Strong long-term surplus => the ICU 

forces revaluation (think today’s Germany, China)

• Strong long-term deficit => the ICU forces devaluation 

(think today’s Greece, Italy, Portugal etc.)

Keynes’ ICU/bancor proposal was a 
stabilising control systems solution!
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The point was to keep the two in balance so that at the end of the year a country’s 

accounts with the ICU would be neither in surplus nor in deficit but cleared close to 

zero. Every country’s currency would be assigned a fixed but adjustable exchange 

rate relative to the bancor. 

How could countries be forced to conform and maintain a near-zero balance? The 

method was ingenious. The ICU, in its role as central bank and issuer of bancors, 

would allow each country an overdraft facility, just as ordinary banks do for 

customers. The authorized overdraft would equal half the average value of the 

country's trade over the preceding five years. Any country exceeding its overdraft 

would be charged interest on the difference. Debtors would be charged on their 

deficits, but the real novelty was that creditor countries with trade surpluses 

would be charged interest on their surpluses. The greater the deficit or surplus, 

the higher would be the interest rate.

Countries in deficit would be obliged to devalue their currencies to make their 

exports cheaper and more attractive. Countries in surplus would have to revalue

their currencies to make their exports more expensive and less attractive.

If a trade-surplus country did not reduce its surplus, the ICU would confiscate

everything above the allowed overdraft amount and put it in a reserve fund. 



A block diagram with the

«Keynes ICU control system»
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• Less exports from surplus countries (“Germany”)

• More exports from deficit countries (“Greece”) => increased 

employment

• Larger share of output from domestic producers in deficit countries 

= import substitution => increased employment

• => less need of protectionist measures like tariffs 

• More foreign (= surplus country) investment in production in deficit 

countries

• Less foreign debt, and correspondingly …

• …. no accumulation of large financial surpluses, like China’s, 

Japan’s and others’ stash of US government bonds 

• … and Norway’s 1 trillion USD pension fund (whoa!!)

• Better control with cross-border financial flows, since all flows pass 

through the ICU (=> a Tobin tax is very feasible)

… such a control system would lead to:
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Economic Sciences (1981) James Tobin.

• “- currency exchanges transmit disturbances originating in 

international financial markets. National economies and national 

governments are not capable of adjusting to massive movements 

of funds across the foreign exchanges, without real hardship and 

without significant sacrifice of the objectives of national economic 

policy with respect to employment, output, and inflation.”

• Tobin: “throwing sand in the wheels” by a tax on all spot 

conversions of one currency into another, proportional to the size 

of the transaction – influenced by earlier work of Keynes on 

general financial transaction taxes.

• Suggested size: 0.0005 – half a per mil – won’t impact currency 

flows related to trade.

• Much easier to implement now than earlier, due to information 

technology. (This goes against current conventional wisdom.)
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• TT favourably talked about for decades, but not implemented

• Both the Keynes bancor proposal and the Tobin tax are control 

system solutions, even if economists, financial pundits and 

politicians do not talk about them that way:

• -The Tobin tax will dramatically reduce financial volatility.

• -The Keynes ICU/bancor balances trade and allows much

more national economic control

• Any control engineer would react if a technical system displayed 

persistent large spikes, oscillations and exponentially growing 

polarisation, and would embark on the design and implementation 

of stabilising solutions 

• For some reason this is not allowed in international financial and 

economic systems. 

• Now to the EU and eurozone, and the twelve year 
unsolved crisis:
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• Eurozone countries can freely issue their own currencies 

again => strong unemployment reduction possible.

• Indebted countries achieve power in negotiation with 

creditors, not helpless in the face of “Troika” power (ECB, 

EU Commission, IMF) like today.

• Thus, crisis-suffering EU countries can revive their 

economies, as already argued

• But what about the EU apparatus and the europhile

political class and europhile media commentariat? Why 

should they accept such a proposal?

Let us now imagine the euro as a bancor, 

and the ECB as an ICU 

… not for the world, but for the EU
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• They have not been able to solve the current crisis for 12 

years. The EU as such is still in crisis (Italy is latest 

example). 

• Anti-euro and anti-EU parties & opinion are on the rise. 

• At least a minority in the EU elite are starting to recognise

that “more union” will not fix things.

• And a bonus: they get to keep the euro and European 

Central Bank (ECB)!

• So this might  – theoretically – be seen as a win-win 

solution for both “europhiles” and “europhobes”.

Why should the EU elite 

accept such a proposal?
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• … but it probably won’t be adopted by the EU 

• Any proposal that seems to imply “going one step back”, like 
allowing national currencies, is unthinkable for the EU elite – it 
is comparable to reintroducing the death penalty or removing 
women’s right to vote

• They only (want to) consider an “even more supranational 
union” – they are “locked in”. Positive feedback loops (among 
other factors) in their social group ensure that the elite rejects 
other ways of thinking. Lock-in is a well-known concept in 
nonlinear system dynamics

• In contrast to finding solutions to control in technical systems, 
rationally argued and feasible solutions in this type of field will 
not be accepted – or even considered.

I have by this presented a feasible

proposal that would work
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• This is due to characteristics of social system decision 
making, traditionally a topic for the social sciences, but 
…

• should also also be a topic for control systems people! 

• So what remains then for a crisis-suffering country, is to 

unilaterally do something that Brussels can’t stop: 

for instance leave the EU …

• ... which as we know is extremely difficult!

• … or more politically possible and much more elegant: 

remain in the EU and with the euro, but introduce a 

parallel national currency, easily implemented in 

electronic mobile-phone-mediated form.

• But let us now put the EU to rest, and turn to China:
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Now to China

The RCEP could be the point of departure for a “regional bancor system”

(from now on “RBS”. I use “bancor” as a working term for the currency.)

Nov. 2020 – the expanded and big free trade area, RCEP

(numbers below present GDP in trillions of USD)
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• For political reasons Australia and NZ would 

probably abstain. But the others could realistically 

decide to join.

• This would be an immense boost for participating 

countries.

• All trade between RBS members is in bancor (“BC”)

• Furthermore, the RBS countries would trade with the 

rest of the world using BC, and –

• this would make the BC a candidate to overtake the 

USD as the world main trading and reserve 

currency!

• And the RBS BC could be the seed for a world

currency (thus fulfilling Keynes’ dream).
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• An RBS is rule-based (in fact, a control system), not 
based on power politics & struggle – so the RBS is very 
predictable and safe for all participants, big and small –
stability.

• Since an RBS “underdog” country with a long-term 
export deficit implies predictable and gradual rule-based 
reduction of the nation’s currency exhange rate with the 
BC, this not only enhances export competitiveness and 
import substitution (as per Keynes), it also makes the 
country more attractive for FDI from RBS partners.

• The time is ripe. Internet and computer-mediated systems 
makes this easy to implement. China’s very advanced 
transaction solutions can be offered to all RBS members.

• RBS will be extremely robust against speculative attacks, 
economic sanctions and similar.
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Enormous China versus the smaller and/or less developed 
economies – a real challenge! But:

• Negotiations and voting can take place in a permanent  
RBS “assembly”. The rules for economic functioning: 
exchange adjustment, BC credit etc. should be like a 
“constitution”, which is difficult to change. 

• The same should be the case with the rules for the 
functioning of the RBS assembly. 

• The number of votes per country should favour the 
smaller participants. There could also be rules about 
qualified majority for important decisions, and/or veto 
rules.

• Headquarters with assembly & RBS bank could even be 
outside China. Singapore?

But what about power asymmetry in the RBS?
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- end of presentation -


